
JSSOLUTION

JSSolutions is a development company for venture start-ups and small-business enterprises that was 
established in May 2014. We build stable and reliable applications using modern JavaScript 
technologies. The primary frameworks we work with are Meteor.js and Node.js, Express.js, 

ReactNative, Reactjs.

SHORT COMPANY OVERVIEW

OUR MISSION  - OPENING  NEW HORIZONS OF EACH TALENT 
TO PROVIDE THE BEST SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES EVER.

WE DELIVERED 25 PROJECTS  FROM SCRATCH DURING THE LAST THREE YEARS. 
PORTFOLIO: https://goo.gl/ugof9p

What is ReactNative?

Why ReactNative is our choice 
for mobile app development?

 One of its benefits is the reduction of development efforts. The 70% of code written in ReactNative for Android 
version can be reused for iOS version. In contrast, when using native technologies, you have to write code from 

scratch for both platforms. 
 

ReactNative allows you to build native applications with JavaScript and paradigms in React. As we have 3 years 
of experience in JavaScript development, ReactNative was our obvious choice!

Our projects built with ReactNative

  React Native is a JavaScript framework for writing 
“true” natively rendered applications for iOS and 
Android. React Native arose from Facebook’s 
JavaScript Library called React, which was designed to 
build interactive web user interfaces; but instead of 
targeting web browsers, React Native targets mobile 
platforms.
    Native cross-platform apps are created when you 
use APIs that are provided by the Apple or Android 
SDK, but implement them in other programming 
languages that aren’t supported by the operating 
system vendor.
    React Native applications consist of both JavaScript 
and native code (either Java or Objective C). The 
JavaScript runs in a virtual machine on the mobile 
device and communicates with the native code 
through a JSON message passing interface.

We developed ORM App to make keeping track of all 
company’s feedback easy and efficient! It allows to 
gather all reviews from different websites in one app! In 
case a negative review is received, the immediate action 
can be taken to investigate it and solve the spotted 

issue.

ORM

https://goo.gl/dlVI3c

 Perfi is a personal finance assistance that will help you 
to manage your expenses. 

Perfi

https://goo.gl/GLlgsD

Apiko Agro is a mobile app for agro company 
management. Its main goal is to display the electronic 

map of the organization fields.

Apiko Agro

https://goo.gl/jO9TPN

Unofficial mobile client for famous chat and networking 
platform for developers - Gitter. It helps to manage 
communication between Github communities and 
discuss open-source projects. We developed 
GitterMobile with ReactNative order to increase its 

smooth and fast mobile performance.

GitterMobile

https://goo.gl/h5VJV4
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